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ABSTRACT

Data mining is not new. People who first discovered how to start fire and that the earth is round also discovered knowledge which is the main idea of Data mining. Data Mining, also called knowledge Discovery in Database, is one of the latest research area, which has emerged in response to the Tsunami data or the flood of data, world is facing nowadays. It has taken up the challenge to develop techniques that can help humans to discover useful patterns in assive data. One such important technique is frequent pattern mining. This paper will present an compression based technique for mining frequent items from a transaction data set.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The term data mining refers to the extraction or ‘mining’ of valuable knowledge from large amounts of data, in analogy to industrial mining where small sets of valuable nuggets (e.g. gold) are extracted from a great deal of raw material (e.g. rocks).

It is the combination of Multiple Disciplines. Figure 1 shows the different disciplines that take part in data mining.

Even before technologies were used for Data mining, statisticians were using probability and regressing techniques to model historical data [1]. Today technology allows to capture and store vast quantities of data. Finding and summarizing the patterns, trends, and anomalies in these data sets is one of the big challenges in today’s information age. “With the unprecedented growth-rate at which data is being collected [2] and stored electronically today in almost all fields of human endeavor, the efficient extraction of useful information from the data available is becoming an increasing scientific challenge and a massive economic need” [3].

In Data Mining process, selection and transformation are forms of preprocessing, where one selects part of the complete database and possibly transforms it into a certain form required for the next step. Often data cleaning and data integration are also part of this initial phase of data preparation. The resulting data is the input for the data mining phase, which in its turn results in discovered patterns. The interesting patterns are then presented to the user. As these patterns can be stored as new knowledge in a knowledge base, they can, in turn, again be considered as input for another knowledge discovery process [4]. All patterns which have support no less than the user-specified min sup value are mined as frequent patterns.
Frequent pattern mining is used to prune the search space and limit the number of association rules being generated. Many algorithms discussed in the literature use “single min sup framework” to discover the complete set of frequent patterns. The reason for the popular usage of “single min sup framework” is that frequent patterns discovered with this framework satisfy downward closure property, i.e., all non-empty subsets of a frequent pattern must also be frequent. The downward closure property makes association rule mining practical in real-world applications [7] [8]. The two popular algorithms to discover frequent patterns are: Apriori [6] and Frequent Pattern-growth (FP-growth) [9] algorithms. The Apriori algorithm employs breadth-first search (or candidate-generate-and-test) technique to discover the complete set of frequent patterns. The FP-growth algorithm employs depth-first search (or pattern-growth) technique to discover the complete set of frequent patterns. It has been shown in the literature that FP-growth algorithm is relatively efficient than the Apriori algorithm [9].

2. RELATED WORK
As a result additional interestingness measures, such as lift, correlation and all-confidence, have been proposed in the literature to address the interestingness of an association rule [10]. Each measure has its own selection bias that justifies the rationale for preferring a set of association rules over another [11]. As a result, selecting a right interestingness measure for mining association rules is a tricky problem. To confront this problem, a framework has been suggested in for selecting a right measure. In this framework, authors have discussed various properties of a measure and suggested to choose a measure depending on the properties interesting to the user.

Generally, frequent-pattern mining results in a huge number of patterns of which most can be found to be insignificant according to application and/or user requirements. As a result, there have been efforts in the literature to mine constraint-based and/or user-interest based frequent patterns [12], [13], [14], [15]. In recent times, temporal periodicity of frequent patterns has been used as an interestingness criterion to discover a class of user-interest based frequent patterns, called periodic-frequent patterns [16].

3. PROPOSED METHOD
STEP1: START
STEP2: INPUT TRANSACTION DATA SET & MINIMUM SUPPORT THRESHOLD
STEP3: FIRST THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM SCANS THE TRANSACTION DATA BASE AND CALCULATES THE SUPPORT OF EACH SINGLE SIZE ITEM.
STEP4: IN THIS STEP A LIST OF FREQUENT ITEM AND INFREQUENT ITEM IS PREPARED ON THE BASIS OF MINIMUM SUPPORT THRESHOLD.
STEP5: REMOVE THE TRANSACTION WHICH DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY FREQUENT ITEM.
STEP6: IN THIS STEP, ALL THE MEMBERS OF THE INFREQUENT ITEM LIST ARE REMOVED FROM THE TRANSACTION DATA BASE BECAUSE THEY WILL NOT APPEAR IN ANY FREQUENT ITEM SET. IN THIS WAY, THE ORIGINAL TRANSACTION DATA BASE IS CONVERTED INTO REDUCED SIZE DATA BASE. NOW THIS REDUCED DATA BASE WILL BE USED IN THE CALCULATION OF LARGER SIZE FREQUENT ITEM SETS.
STEP7: WHILE EXPANSION LIST IS NOT EMPTY PERFORM LEFT EXPANSION OF SMALLER SIZE ITEMS TO GENERATE HIGHER SIZE ITEMS AND THEN REPEAT STEP 4 FOR THEM OR
STEP8: WRITE THE LIST OF FREQUENT ITEM SETS
STEP9: STOP

4. RESULT
The proposed and existing algorithms are implemented in Java. The retail data set is used as the input data set. The time consumed by both algorithms (For minimum support 40 percent) is shown below
5. CONCLUSION:
Frequent pattern mining has a wide range of real world applications. That’s why it is one of the most favorite topic of research. Frequent mining helps in mining of items which are worthy. This paper proposed an updated method to find frequent item sets from a transaction data set. The proposed method makes use of data compression for data reduction. Useless items are eliminated in the initial stage of the mining process.
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